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Abstract. Swan's theorem verifies the equivalence between finitely generated

projective modules over function algebras and smooth vector bundles. We de-

fine ^(r'-maps that correspond to usual non-linear differential operators of de-

gree r under the equivalence of Swan's theorem and thus generalize Swan's

theorem to include non-linear differential operators as morphisms. An A^-

manifold structure is introduced on the space of sections of a fiber bundle

through charts with yl'r'-maps as transition homeomorphisms. A characteri-

zation for all the smooth maps between the spaces of sections of vector bun-

dles, whose kth derivatives are linear differential operators of degree r in each

variable, is given in terms of A^-maps.

1. Introduction

Let A he the algebra of smooth real valued functions on a smooth compact

connected finite dimensional manifold K. The space of smooth maps from K

to another finite dimensional manifold, or more generally, the space of sections

of a fiber bundle over K, can be equipped with an y4-manifold structure as

described in [2] or [3]. Unfortunately an ^-manifold structure is insufficient

if one also wishes to involve the derivatives of mappings. For this purpose

Kobayashi [2] introduced an A^ -manifold structure in terms of sheaves and

studied certain differential geometric properties. An ^4(r)-manifold structure

is used on the space of sections because the usual Fréchet space structure is

sometimes too general to be effective, mostly due to the failure of the inverse

function theorem in the Fréchet category.

In this paper we describe the /i(r)-manifold structure more directly in terms

of charts with finitely generated projective modules over A as model spaces.

The transition homeomorphisms, which we call ^(r)-maps, are introduced in

the next section by further extending the non-linear version of Swan's theorem

given in [3]. The results of [3] can be generalized to ^^-maps. For any fixed

positive integers k and r, we characterize all the maps between the spaces

of sections of smooth vector bundles over K whose kth order derivatives are

linear differential operators of degree r in each variable.
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2. Swan's theorem

Swan's theorem of [4] is generalized in [3] and is shown that there is an

equivalence between the category of smooth vector bundles over K with non-

linear (means not necessarily linear) fiber preserving maps as morphisms and the

category of finitely generated projective ^[-modules with ,4-maps as morphisms.

Let us recall the definition of ^-maps from [3].

Definition 2.1. Let ^x,^2 he any two finitely generated projective ^-modules

with Fréchet structures obtained from A . A smooth map <I>: ̂ —> ̂ defined

on an open subset ^çF, is called an A-map if the derivative Ds<i>: <?x -> %2

at each s £ % is ^-linear.

Lemma 2.2. An R-linear map *¥: %x -> á?2 is A-linear iff *F(in£i) C m%2 for

every maximal ideal m of A.

Proof. Every maximal ideal m of A is given by m = {/ g A\f(x) = 0} for

some fixed x £ K. By the equivalence of Swan's theorem if we identify a

finitely generated projective module if with the space of sections of a vector

bundle, notice that for any s £ïï, s £ mÊ? if and only if s(x) = 0.

Let us assume that *F is an /?-linear map such that ^mf» ) ç mÍ2 for every

maximal ideal m of A . For each s £ 8\, f £ A and x £ K, fs-f(x)s £ m^x
where m is the maximal ideal associated to x. Therefore *F(/$ - f(x)s) =

*¥(fs) -f(x)V{s) £ m%2 which implies that "Y(fs)(x) = f(x)V(s)(x) and thus
¥ is ^-linear. The converse part is obvious.

This leads us to the following definition.

Definition 2.3. An .R-linear map *F: ̂  —» <§2 is called a differential operator

of degree r if xV(mr+xW\) ç mÍ2 for every maximal ideal m of A. A map

O: y —> %2 is called an A^-map if the derivative D50 at every s £ %f is a

differential operator of degree r.

We show that ^(r)-maps correspond to a usual non-linear differential opera-

tor of degree r under the correspondence of Swan's theorem between finitely

generated projective ^-modules and smooth vector bundles over K.

Let E\, E2 —> K he any two smooth vector bundles over Ä^ and let jrEx

he the r-jet bundle of Ex . A non-linear differential operator of degree r is

a smooth map O: YEX —► YE2 between the spaces of sections, induced by a

smooth fiber preserving map <p: jrEx —> E2 and defined as <t>(s)(x) — 4> o

(jrs)(x) for each s g YEx , x £ K .

Lemma 2.4. // m = {/ G A\f(x) = 0}, then s £ mr+1risi if and only if
fs(x) = 0.

Proof. Locally at x , for every h £ YEX and / G m we have

&(fx---fr+xh)(x)=   ¿2   (J)Da(fx---fr+x)-Dl}(h)(x) = 0   V;<r.
a+ß=j va/

Hence 5 G mr+xYEx => fs(x) = 0. On the other hand let us suppose that

fs(x) — 0. Let {si,..., sn} be a local base of sections at x . Then s = Ylfisi
for some f £ A . jrs(x) = 0 implies that DJ f(x) = 0 for all j < r. Therefore

each fi belongs to mr+ ' by Taylor formula and hence 5 G mr+ ' YEX .
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Lemma 2.5. Every non-linear differential operator of degree r is an A^-map.

Proof. Let O be a non-linear differential operator induced by <p : jrEx —► E2 .

<f> yields the map Y(f>: Y(jrEx) -> YE2 defined by (Y(p)(r]) = tpon for each « G
Y(jrEx). For every h £ YEX one can verify that DsQ(h)(x) = Drs(Y(j))(jrh)(x).

Moreover if « G mr+[YEx, then jrh(x) = 0 by the above lemma. Since

Djrs(Y(p) is ,4-linear by Lemma 2.2 [3], fh(x) - 0 implies Djrs(Y<f>)(jrh)(x) =

0. Thus (DsQ>)(mr+xYEx) ç mYE2 for every maximal ideal m and hence 4) is

an A^-map.

Conversely,

Proposition 2.6. // O: YEX -+ YE2 is an A^-map, then <P is a non-linear

differential operator of degree r.

Proof. First notice that for every s, t £ YEX and x £ K, &(s)(x) = Q>(t)(x)

whenever jrs(x) = jrt(x). The proof of this fact is similar to that of Lemma

2.4 [3]. For, let (E2)x be the fiber of E2 over x. Define n: R -> (E2)x

by n(œ) = <&[s + to(t - s)](x). Then dn/dto = (Ds+(ü{t_s)<t>)(t - s)(x) = 0

because 0 is an A^-map and t - s £ mr+xYEx by Lemma 2.4. Therefore
cD(5)(x) = «(°) = «(l) = <D(0W.

The required map 4>: jrEx -» E2 can be defined as follows: for any element

e £ jrEx, choose 5 G YEX such that e = fs(x) and define <j>(e) = ®(s)(x)

which is independent of the choice of 5 by the fact just noticed above and

hence <p is well-defined. Obviously i>(s)(x) = (¡>ojrs(x) for each 5 G YEX and

X£K.

Thus we have further extended Swan's theorem:

Theorem 2.7. There is an equivalence between the category of smooth vector

bundles with non-linear differential operators of degree r as morphisms and the

category of finitely generated projective A-modules with A^-maps as morphisms.

We now describe an ^'-manifold structure on the space of sections.

Definition 2.8. An ^^-manifold is a Hausdorff topological space which is lo-
cally modeled on finitely generated projective ^-modules such that all the tran-

sition maps are ^4(r)-maps. Since every A^-map is also an ^(r+1)-map, every

^'-manifold is an yl(r+1'-manifold and similarly every ^-manifold is an A^-

manifold for each r. As an example, if M -^ K is a surjective submersion,

the space of section Y M = {/: K —> M\n o f = id} is an ^-manifold by

Proposition 3.5 [3] and hence an ^(r)-manifold for each r.

Since all ^^-maps and A '^-manifolds are tame, the Nash-Moser inverse

function theorem holds for ^(r)-maps [1]. But in the case of ^-manifolds and

/1-maps one can directly verify the usual inverse function theorem.

Theorem 2.9. If O: YE —> YE is an A-map such that DSQ> is an isomorphism

at some s e TE, then <P is a local diffeomorphism at s.

Proof. Since í> is an ^4-map, there exists a unique fiber preserving map 4> : E —►

E such that <P(«) = tj> o « for each h £ YE. One can verify by direct com-

putation that ÖjO is an isomorphism implies that DS(X)(f> is an isomorphism

for each x £ K. By the finite dimensional inverse function theorem, tf> is a
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local diffeomorphism at each s(x). Hence tj> is a fiber preserving local diffeo-

morphism on a tubular neighborhood of s(K) which implies that O is a local
diffeomorphism at 5.

3. Higher derivatives

In this section we give a characterization of all smooth maps between the

spaces of sections of smooth vector bundles over K whose kth derivative (for

any fixed positive integer k) is a linear differential operator in each variable.
This result generalizes Theorem 5.2 [3].

Theorem 3.1. Let *F: YEX —► YE2 be a smooth map. The kth derivative

_k_

Dkx¥:  YExx-xYEx -» YE2

at each s £ YEX is a linear differential operator of degree r in each variable
if and only if Y - 7*-lÇV) is an A^-map, where Tk-lÇV) is the (k - l)th
degree Taylor polynomial of *F at the zero section so.

Proof. Let ¥- T*-1!*) = O be an A^-map where

T*-lÇV)(h) = V(so) + (DSoV)(h) + ±¡(Dl*¥)(h, h)

+ --- + w^_(Dk~^)(h,...,h).

Since Dk(Tk-Xx¥) = 0 at each s, we have Dkx¥ = Dk®. <D is an A^-map

implies that there exists a smooth map tj>: jrEx —> E2 such that 0(j)(x) = </> o

jrs(x) by Proposition 2.6. Let hx, ... ,hk£ YEX and «, G mr+1r£'1 for some

1 < /' < k. Then jrh¡(x) = 0 by Lemma 2.4. Now (DJA:0)(«i, ... , «fc)(x) =

(DkrsY<t>)(jrhx, ... , jrhk)(x) = 0 and hence (Dkx¥) = (D$<P) is a differential

operator of degree r in each variable.

Conversely, let *F: r/si —► T^ be a smooth map such that Dkx¥ is a differ-

ential operator of degree r in each variable. We need to show that T-T*-1^)
is an ^4(r)-map.

For k = 1 the proof follows from the definition of ^(r)-maps. For k > 2

we use the induction hypothesis. Let Tk~x(y¥) = YlpZo Vp where pp(h) =

^(DP^)(h ,...,«). Consider » = *¥- pk_x .

Claim. Dk~xn is a differential operator of degree r in each variable.

Since Dk~xn is symmetric, it is enough to prove for the first variable. Let

sx, ... , sk_x £ YEX and jrsx(x) = 0. First notice either by direct computation

or by Sublemma 5.4 [3] that Dk~x pk_x(sx ,...,sk.x) = Dk-X^(sx,..., *_,).

Then at x,

D*-ln(sl,...,sk-l) = [D*-lV-D*-lpk-l](si,...,sk-l)

= [Dk-x^¥-Dk-x^](sx,...,sk_x).

The last expression is independent of 5, because by differentiating G(s) =

[Dk~Xx¥ - Dk~ly¥](sx, ... , 5fc_i) with respect to s in the direction of ß , we

get (DsG)(ß) = (DkyY)(sx, ... , sk_x, ß) which is equal to 0 at x, since

jrsx(x) — 0 and DkxV is a differential operator of degree r in each variable.
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Thus jrS\(x) - 0 implies that (Dk~xn)(sx, ... , sk^x)(x) — 0 and hence the

claim.
By induction *F - pk_x - n = <P + Tk~2(n) where O is an ^(r)-map and

Tk~2(n) is the (k — 2)-degree Taylor polynomial of n at the zero section so :

**-2(*) = Ë ¿WW
p=o^-

p=0^' p=0P'

= r*_2(^) - o

since  (D¡apk_x)(hx, ... , hp) = {k_lp_xy(Dk-Xx¥)(hx, ... , hp , s0, ... , s0) = 0

for all p < k - 2 by the multilinearity of Dk~XyY.  Therefore *F - pk_x =

O + 7*-2CP) and hence ¥ = <!> + 7*-2(»F) + pk_x = <D + F^'OF) as needed.
Particularly for k — 2, we get

Corollary 3.2. For any smooth map *F: YEX -» rF2, Z)24* w a bilinear differ-
ential operator of degree r for each s £ YEX (or in other words it is a linear

differential operator separately on both variables) if and only ify¥ = Q>+L where

O is an A^-map and L is a linear operator with respect to R.
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